
This report details the findings of a review into the social distancing measures installed
on Gosforth High St in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, to help people shop safe
and shop local.

Further information is also available at https://safegosforthhighstreet.commonplace.is/

Review of enabling safe travel and social
distancing on Gosforth High Street
December 2020



This report seeks to record and note the COVID-19 safe social distancing works from
Hollywood Avenue to the Little Moor area on Gosforth High Street and detail the
impacts for a review panel.    
 
In addition, this report seeks  to note the broad consultation undertaken to inform
the panel and any  decisions taken.  The results of the public consultation can be
seen at https://safegosforthhighstreet.commonplace.is/

About this report.

Background

In May 2020 as part of the response to the global pandemic, the Department
for Transport (DfT) encouraged local authorities to put in place measures
that would assist social distancing and enable more walking and cycling. Newcastle
responded to this with three distinct workstreams examining three areas of the city. 
 Retail Core in the city  centre (RC), District Shopping Centres and radial corridors
(DSC’s) and Low  Traffic Neighbourhoods (LTN’s).  The  works in Gosforth are being
undertaken as part of the District Shopping Centres.
  
Following the submission of the outline case to the DfT and other funding agencies
for capital funding,  Newcastle received approval and commenced the works in mid-
August.  At the time we launched a public consultation online and we also consulted
with businesses, politicians and other local  stakeholders.  The review panel was set
up to examine the feedback and technical evidence collated by automated
systems on the impact the work has had on the road network. It included elected
councillors for the wards of the High Street, the Cabinet Member for Transport and
Air Quality, and local authority officers.

Proposals, design refinement and findings.

The Street Ladder Principle - The proposals were originally based on a Street
Ladder principle and two-metre social distancing. 

The Street Ladder was essentially single
direction walking (facing the traffic) on either
side with additional crossings to facilitate
movement and reduce walking. This led us to a
design of the street incorporating this principle
and also the DfT policy of encouraging more
walking and cycling due to restricted capacity
on public transport.



We consulted on the design below, which sets out the measures we planned to install.

During the implementation of the original design, government restrictions were
gradually relaxed, which posed a number of technical problems with the designs
proposed.

Due to the possibility of rising infection rates or a localised outbreak of COVID-19 cases,
we continued to consult on the full scheme as there was a possibility more stringent
social distancing could be re-introduced.  

As a compromise, the working group relaxed the requirement to keep two metres apart
in line with government recommendations at the time.  In order to implement quickly,
some elements were put in place such as directional arrows but the principle was and
currently remains that the increased space can now be used for two-way walking on
either side.

With further relaxation of government restrictions some elements of the initial design
were not implemented. The diagram on the next page  shows the final scheme we
constructed, which was available on our consultation website for people to comment
on.



Please note: that  the data collected does not represent network response to the full
scheme but the limited roll out shown above.

Feedback 

Themes from our online consultation portal        
Emails, phone calls and letters
Emails from standard consultees
Business drop-ins

There were four channels of feedback for members of the public, businesses and
consultees. This included:
               



Perception of an overreaction to the requirement for social distancing;        
Opposition to additional space for walking and cycling and perception that
adequate provision exists;
Some confusion over new space;
Increased congestion on neighbouring roads as people tried to avoid Gosforth
High Street;      
Perceptions of impact on businesses by members of the public; 
Lack of consultation; and
The scheme being a “waste of money”.

Bus boarders representing a trip hazard;
New crossings are unusable because cars are queuing across them; 
Lane merges considered to be dangerous for those on bikes;
Pedestrian crossing phases are too long and too slow to change for pedestrians;
Why two lanes southbound outside Sainsbury’s? Cars undertaking the queue on
the inside lane making it dangerous for those on foot and bikes;  
Measures are discouraging walking and cycling;
Cycling provision is pinched and the lanes stop and start randomly;
Debris collecting behind the cones in the cycle lanes;
20mph not being observed other than when the High Street is congested –
enforcement and physical measures needed to reduce speeds; and
Road safety is worse than before they were introduced.

Online consultation portal

This channel generated 450 surveys, which generated mostly negative feedback which
focused on: 
     

Emails, letters, phone calls and direct communications 

This channel generated three pieces of stated support with those against largely
mirroring the concerns raised through the online consultation. In addition to that
there were some specific issues raised.
      



Signage for cyclists is confusing or lacking.
Feint, older signage is still visible.
Poor surfaces inside cycle lanes including utility covers.
Drivers are ignoring restrictions and intolerant to other modes of travel

Emails from S21 Consultees

A letter was sent to all statutory consultees with only two organisations responding.

Cycling UK commented:

Stagecoach commented:

The significant operational problems initially experienced have now been largely
resolved by various tweaks and COVID-19 measures no longer affect service delivery
materially.

Emergency services

Important to note - As concerns have been raised from members of the public
about delays to ambulances, and no issues have been received by our officers, we
approached the emergency services for further information. Tyne and Wear Fire and
Rescue Service confirmed they have had no reports to date of the COVID-19 traffic
measures on Gosforth High Street causing delays for their fire engines.

We received the following response. from the Chief Operating Officer and Deputy
Chief Executive at North East Ambulance Service: “We work closely with council
planning teams to understand the potential impact of road closures and layout changes
on our ability to respond to patients and, where issues are raised by our operational
management, we feed those back to the teams concerned.
 
“We also have internal processes to allow operational crews to raise any concerns. We do
not currently have any recorded incidents in relation to new cycle lanes or
road layouts.”



Businesses were not as hostile to the measures as the public perceived.
Opinion depended very much on whereabouts on the High Street the business is
located and what kind of business they are.
In the blocks where measures are making it impossible to stop outside, businesses
were much more critical, with  complaints that their deliveries were affected, and
customer drop-offs and pick-ups being impacted.
Businesses that consider that they rely on passing trade say they are most
affected.
There was a widely held view that our measures are responsible for the increased
congestion and associated air quality, noise and increased traffic on residential
streets. Some people also felt that emergency vehicles are getting delayed.
Traffic levels were generally held to be the main issue deterring shoppers from
patronising the High Street.
The measures we installed were felt to have created grid lock at Salters and
Regents Centre junctions. 
Broad consensus that the public and most businesses, don’t know what or who
the measures are for. Most reported that the measures aren’t achieving anything
positive or creating any dis-benefit either. It was felt that the one-way arrows were
being ignored, people  aren’t using the new spaces for social distancing, some
people on bikes are using them and conflicting with pedestrians.
Most businesses reported that the measures had no impact on their business or
customers, but they had generated lots of comments.
The businesses most likely to report ‘No impacts’ were those with no measures
outside their premises, in the following categories: hair salons, banks and building
societies, pharmacies, Cafes, Estate Agents, fast food outlets.
The businesses reporting the greatest impacts had measures outside their doors
and bus stops where queues create social distancing issues with customers and
block their entrances.
Both Asda and M&S said that the closure of Salter’s Bridge had a greater impact
on them, but they were experiencing some occasions where it was difficult for
vehicles to leave their premises due to queueing.  The evidence from the UTMC
system would suggest where that happens, it is short-lived.

Business drop ins

Door to door visits were made to businesses on the High Street to gauge response to
the social distancing measures.

The findings were:



Buses waiting time towards Newcastle causing delays on the carriageway
Some buses stopping at the first stop (now out of use) instead of the second
(though this is more a driver education issue)
 Indiscriminate parking by delivery drivers
 Cycles causing hazards for customers boarding and alighting
 Brandling Arms bus stop Northbound has congestion issues (too many buses)

Bus operator Feedback
Below are direct responses from the companies that operate services on the corridor.

Go North East:
We've collated feedback from  our operations team and driving colleagues and the
main issues are:
  

  
  Real time tracking data shows the following average journey times:

  
   
    
This is suggesting that we have seen a slight increase in journey time southbound but  
a more significant increase in journey time northbound through Gosforth. Passenger
numbers are lower so there is less dwell time at stops for passengers this year. Traffic
volume changes will be confirmed by others but clearly traffic volume is also different
to last year too, so it is concerning that bus journey times have increased given the
current circumstances.

Nexus
Operationally all of services that we fund through this corridor are provided by 3rd
parties who have also been asked to respond – so we will leave operational
responses/reliability feedback to come from the respective Operators.

In terms of Infrastructure, we have had (and still have) some issues with the bus stops
on Gosforth High Street which have yet to be re-located as we are  awaiting
installation of bus-stop sockets before the stop re-location can take place.  This is
resulting in some unsatisfactory boarding/alighting arrangements in the interim – with
associated negative feedback from bus users and drivers.
  



Stagecoach
Certainly, the initial implementation of this measure caused us significant operational
problems (during ‘setting out’ and delivery), but pleased to advise this has now largely
settled.

Generally, following the most recent tweaks, our observations are that it hasn't
materially affected our bus operations through Gosforth High Street.

As discussed, essentially the former southbound carriageway was only a single lane at
The County Public House, at which point traffic was required to merge, and
sometimes with a difficult yield. The primary Stagecoach approaches to the High
Street (from Salters Lane to the west, and from Great North Road to the south) have
experienced minimal impact – although, obviously, this is noted in the context of
reduced traffic on the network generally.

We consider that the relocated northbound bus stop at Woodbine Avenue (formerly
at Ivy Road) generally isn't being used in the correct manner by customers,
as they tend to dwell at the former shelter infrastructure location, and seek
to board buses from the “secondary” boarding point, closer to the pedestrian
crossing, rather than the actual “head” of the relocated bus stop area. We would
recommend that, in any more formalised scheme with the bus shelter suitably
relocated, this would not be an issue.

We would make the obvious comment that, by design, it has made the carriageway
tighter through this area, so any infractions on the highway are more keenly felt. That
said, parking incursion has not been a particularly significant  issue, although when it
has manifested it has quickly caused problems. It is also certainly variable, and whilst
not hindering all of the time by any means, when it occurs, it is problematic. Certainly,
a more robust approach to enforcement across all times periods, and we would
support a stronger parking restriction generally, would greatly assist this.

We have some concerns regarding third party driver behaviour, although accept this
to perhaps be inevitable with any highways change. Certainly, in the initial stages, we
had a number of near misses with private motorists attempting to overtake stationary
buses at the southbound Brandling Arms bus stop, only to be confronted by
oncoming traffic which was “resistant to yield”. We would suggest that it might be
prudent to consider the finer detail around this bus stop area, if elements of the
temporary scheme were to be made permanent.

  



I would also suggest that the aesthetics of the current scheme may also be playing a
part in the eyes (and feedback) of some petitioners. It is certainly not the prettiest of
schemes (and nor should it be in the context it was delivered). We definitely
appreciate the benefits of laying out a temporary option for evaluation (which can be
tweaked) rather than rushing in with a permanent feature that perhaps may not be fit
for purpose, and could result in abortive works.

Overall, and in the context of their timeline and delivery, we consider the changes to
be relatively positive, and we consider there are a number of learnings which could be
brought forward within any possible (more permanent) proposal for this retail area.

Arriva
Arriva have given verbal feedback at our regular Friday liaison meeting that they are
now content with the arrangements on the Great North Road between Broadway and
Little Moor. Indeed they have reported that timings southbound through the High
Street have improved.  Northbound things are not so comfortable with Arriva
reporting some increases in transit time north on the High Street but have reported
that it currently is within their service tolerances.



Government guidance for travel (at 30/9/2020) still says walking and cycling should
be the preferred modes of travel, and that we should all maintain 2 metre distance
where possible to minimise risk of transmission.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-COVID-19-safer-travel-guidance-for-
passengers

Space for Gosforth Response
  
Below is a copy of Space for Gosforth’s response to the consultation.  They have also
written an article with a critique of the works.  

While the scheme isn’t quite what was advertised, there are some good parts, which
we  have tried to highlight in the article, especially the Regent Centre changes and
protecting the cycle lanes south of The County. Where the pavement has been
widened, the High Street does feel more comfortable to use on foot, even if it is not as
clear as it could be which parts are widened pavement and which are cycle lane.
   
Having reviewed the Commonplace feedback though, it looks like many of those that
have fed back do not think the initial layout is effective (or sufficient?) to support social
distancing or to enable more walking and cycling, while others appear to be trying to
second-guess or challenge the government guidance on social distancing.
 
Much of the negative feedback appears to be related to the inevitable short-term
disruption, which wasn’t helped by A1 works or the gas works on Jesmond Dene Road.
These talk about congestion and pollution, but we have looked at pollution figures,
published in the blog, which show September this year had cleaner air on average
than either September 2019 or September 2018. Arguably also, a few minutes extra
on a short journey is also a small inconvenience compared say to not being able to
see friends or family, mandatory self-isolation for vulnerable groups or the closures of
schools over the summer term. 
 
To some extent, this is just the nature of the trial process, which we support, that you
have to try something and then adapt from there. Hopefully the large amount of
feedback provided will enable you to do that and the next iteration of the scheme will
better enable social distancing and further improve facilities for walking and cycling. 
   
Some additional points from us:



There needs to be some explainable  logic linked to that guidance as to where on
the High Street wider pavement is needed (or not needed) for social distancing,
where a cycle lane that allows people on foot to pass is sufficient, and where the

In some places the road width is still up to 9m wide, which encourages vehicle
speeding and overtaking outside peak hours, and on multiple occasions I have
seen cars racing off the line heading south from St Nicholas Av. While
acknowledging the need for deliveries and emergency services to pass we think
this needs to be addressed, not least so the extra space can be used in support of
the scheme objectives to enable social distancing and active travel. We have
ncluded some ideas to support emergency services in our review.

Both the Grey Street and bridges schemes have benefited from inclusion of
change to improve the look and feel such as planters. It would be useful to
consider this for Gosforth High Street as well. Extra cycle parking, like the rack
designed to look like a parked car on Collingwood Street, could also be installed at
the end of Hawthorn Road or St Nicholas Avenue.

It would also show some joined-up thinking if the next iteration considered streets
either side of the High Street and what needs to be done to allow social distancing
there e.g.  Regent Centre, Christon Road, and prevent main road traffic from

It’s good to see the walk to school week comms but prior to this Council comms
have been fairly infrequent whereas most guidance on situations where people
are being asked to change what they do recommend frequent reinforcement of
the objectives and benefits of the change. Transport for Greater Manchester have
done a lot on this and I expect they may be willing for other authorities to re-use

pavement can be left as is. Currently the scheme contains a mix of approaches,
including some pavements that are not much wider than 2m, which we think will
be adding to people’s unease.

       re-routing e.g. Linden Road, Elmfield Road, Moor Road North, Moor Road South.

      their materials?
      https://twitter.com/OfficialTfGM/status/1312393231456501762



Journey Times and Traffic Volumes

The journey times have been monitored through our network of ANPR cameras.
Three metrics for this were possible and relevant. Southbound from Broadway to
Church Road and north and southbound through the High Street.



It can be seen that they are still restricted but are now generally less
than 20% down with up to 10% being a typical variation day on day.

Volume of Traffic
Traffic volumes across Tyne and Wear have been
increasing since the end of formal lockdown.



September Average Flows Southbound at Broadway on B1318

Average Delay in seconds -
Southbound on B1318 between Broadway and Church Rd



It can be seen than delays initially were larger but have settled to reasonable levels.
Peak times have altered, and volumes have settled. There does not seem to be a
significant impact on the High Street of removing rail and river crossings in the north of
the city. Where it does occur, this would likely be from trips removed from Hollywood
Avenue. Pedestrian activity has been rising across Tyne and Wear since the end of the
first lockdown.



Accessibility
While car travel is often referred to, particularly in terms of delays being faced by
vehicles travelling through Gosforth High Street, one of the most important things to
consider is accessibility for people travelling to the High Street, and the barriers
heavy traffic flows create. There are a significant number of households that are
within a 15min walk of the High Street. The data graphic below highlights the number
of dwellings within ‘time bands’. Below is a graph showing how that is split by
household types and then how it is distributed. 

This demonstrates that residents living in areas that are categorised as financially
stretched or in adversity are further away from the High Street, with housing closer to
the High Street being more affluent. More affluent areas often have higher car
ownership proportions, but it is important to reiterate that many affluent households
live within walking distance of the High Street and so its economic success is not
reliant on car borne journeys.

Residents that are most reliant on either public transport or cars to access the district
centre because they live further away, are often those least able to afford a vehicle in
the first place. This underlines the importance of providing space for walking and
cycling as well as continued support for access to public transport.



It is clear there are significant levels of residents within a short walk and cycle
distance of the High Street.



High Street cross section.

The cross section of the High Street at key points of the implementation as well
as comparisons with other district shopping centres is show below.
It shows the proportion of street space allocated to those on foot on Gosforth
High Street is much lower than equivalent streets across the city.



Financial Summary (provisional not final):

At the time of publishing the report, we have spent £59,909.71 on the corridor in total,
funded roughly 66% by national government and 33% other funding.



The scheme is within a designated air quality management area. Air pollution has
an impact on everyone living and working in our city. However, it is the most
vulnerable people such as children, older people and those with heart and
respiratory conditions who feel the effects most. People living near busy roads are
exposed to higher levels of road traffic pollution. It is with increasing certainty that
the negative impacts of air quality associated with road traffic pollution can be
monitored, and the benefits of active travel can be quantified. These schemes
will help to mitigate these negative impacts and provide infrastructure that will help
more people choose to travel in more active ways.  We have looked at data from the
permanent (correctly calibrated) air quality monitoring station.

Table of results

,Climate implications

NOx last 28 days ppb Salters Car park



NO2  last 28 days ppb Salters Car park

NO3 last 28 days ppb Salters Car park

PM2.5 last 28 days ppb Salters Car park

PM10 last 28 days ppb Salters Car park```

The data shows little or no degradation in air quality since early September and the
completion of the scheme.  PM’s are both fallingslightly, O3 shows no discernible
change and NOx/ NO2 no significant change.



Findings and results

The social distancing measures on Gosforth High Street between Regents Centre
and Elmfield Road should remain in place.
The northbound section from Hawthorn Terrace to Salters Road should be reserved
for those on foot and marked appropriately.  The use will be clarified with
pedestrian symbols on the carriageway and the ends of the widened sections are to
be closed. 
Communications around the purpose and operation of the scheme should be
improved. The directional arrows upon pavements should be removed.
Consideration has been given to the extra, temporary crossing on Lansdowne
Terrace adjacent to Spital Terrace, however this has had to be discounted as a
temporary measure.  Given the observed journey time changes for buses and
private vehicles southbound approaching Salters Road, a temporary crossing would
interfere with the co-ordination between Hollywood Avenue, Christon Road and
Salters Road. To provide the required co-ordination would necessitate a permanent
crossing to be installed inclusive of a new power supply; the expenditure would
require evidence of a desire line not being appropriately served. 

Residents have given mixed reactions to the scheme. However, the level of comments
received has levelled off and complaints have reduced. The initial high congestion levels
have settled into a pattern now that schools have returned. Air quality has not been
degraded and as mode use continues to alter, this is likely to settle further. Bus
operators are now finding little delay southbound.

What happens next
Conclusions from the formal review are set out below:


